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Sizeable b and c omponents of the 4f moments and pronouned irular dihroism are observed
in the ferroeletri phase of DyMnO3 by soft X-ray diration at the Dy-M5 resonane. This points
to yloidal order of the 4f moments and indiates that inversion-symmetry breaking in this material
is not harateristi of the Mn spins alone. The irular dihroism allows to image hiral domains
that are imprinted on the surfae of a DyMnO3 single rystal, exploiting the loal harging by the
X-ray beam via the photoeletri eet. These ndings suggest a novel approah to ontrol and
image domains and domain walls in multiferroi materials.
PACS numbers: 75.25.-j,77.80.-e,75.60.Ch
The use of ferroeletris or ferromagnets in devie ap-
pliations relies on the swithing of the magnetization or
eletri polarization by external elds, a proess largely
involving the motion of domain walls. New proposals
for high-density magneti data storage devies suh as
raetrak memories diretly utilize the domain walls that
an be moved by pulses of eletri urrent
1
. Multifer-
rois, on the other hand, oer the possibility to manip-
ulate both eletri and magneti domains and domain
walls by eletri elds
2,3,4
. The struture of domains
and domain walls in multiferroi oxides an be rather
omplex due to their dual ferroi nature, as found, e.g.,
in GdFeO3 with ferroeletri, ferromagneti and antifer-
romagneti order
4
. Magneti ferroeletris like BiFeO3
reveal a lose onnetion between ferroeletri and anti-
ferromagneti domains, although magneti order ours
at substantially lower temperatures than ferroeletriity
in this material
2
. In some of the perovskite rare-earth
manganates of omposition REMnO3, on the other hand,
ferroeletriity is intimately related to yloidal magneti
order. The orresponding hirality gives rise to irular
dihroism in magneti x-ray diration
5
, however, diret
imaging of these hiral domains has been elusive so far.
The present work deals with hiral domains in DyMnO3,
a material that belongs to this lass of improper ferro-
eletris where spontaneous eletri polarization P arises
with the yloidal ordering of the Mn spins (Fig. 1)
6
.
A mirosopi mehanism explaining this phenomenon
is provided by the antisymmetri Dzyaloshinski-Moriya
interation
7
that favours a non-ollinear arrangement of
spins. Suh a magneti order breaks the inversion sym-
metry of the lattie and provides for a natural oupling
between magnetism and ferroeletriity, relating P di-
retly to the magneti struture
3,8,9
:
P ∝
∑
i,j
ei,j × (Si × Sj). (1)
In this equation, Si and Sj denote spins at the sites
FIG. 1: Relationship between the hirality of yloidal spin
order along the b axis and the diretion of the ferroeletri po-
larization P along the c axis in DyMnO3 aording to Eq. 1.
Domains with magneti yloids of opposite hirality orre-
spond to opposite ferroeletri polarization.
i and j, and ei,j is the unit vetor onneting the two
sites. Aordingly, domains of opposite ferroeletri po-
larization are linked to magneti yloids of opposite hi-
rality as skethed in Fig. 1. They an be diserned by the
asymmetry in the sattering of left-hand and right-hand
irularly polarized x-rays
5
.
DyMnO3 displays a series of transitions upon ooling
that are distinguished by both eletrial properties and
magneti order. Above TN ∼ 39 K, the material is para-
magneti/paraeletri
10
. Below this temperature, the
Mn spins develop an ordered b-axis magneti moment
that is sinusoidally modulated along the b axis with a
propagation vetor τMn ∼ 0.39·b∗. This sinusoidal phase
does not display ferroeletri polarization, whih only o-
urs below the ferroeletri transition at TFE ∼ 18 K,
where the Mn spins adopt a yloidal arrangement upon
the development of an additional omponent of the Mn
magneti moment along the c axis
11
. This yloidal spin
order within the bc plane of the perovskite unit ell with
an axis of rotation of Mn spins around the a diretion
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The diretion of the ferroeletri
polarization is given diretly by Eq. 1 to point along the
c axis
10
.
2The measurements were arried out at the UE46-
PGM1 soft X-ray beamline of the Helmholtz-Zentrum
Berlin at BESSY II. Data were obtained with a UHV
diratometer designed at the Freie Universität Berlin
12
using single rystals of DyMnO3 as desribed in
13
. Sam-
ples were leaved perpendiular to the b axis, in this way
enabling sattering studies along the [0 K 0℄ diretion in
speular geometry (Fig. 2a). Azimuth-dependent dira-
tion intensities ould be reorded at low temperatures
by an in-situ rotation of samples around the rystallo-
graphi b axis utilizing a sample holder developed at the
University of Cologne
14
. Experiments were arried out
on surfaes prepared under various onditions inluding
leavage in air as well as in the vauum hamber, yielding
onsistent data from all samples. The sattered photons
were deteted without polarization analysis using an Al-
oated AXUV Si photodiode mounted behind a slit of
retangular shape.
In the present study, we nd that the magneti order
of the Dy-4f moments in DyMnO3 traks that of the Mn
spins both in the sinusoidal and the yloidal phase. We
observe an intense (0 τ 0) magneti diration peak at
the Dy-M5 resonane (see Fig. 3) that is losely on-
neted to the Mn sinusoidal and yloidal order, in par-
tiular τ = τMn11, whih provides the basis for the results
further disussed here. Polarization-dependent measure-
ments of (0 τ 0) reveal that the 4f moments themselves
exhibit yloidal order, whih has not been onsidered so
far for this lass of materials.
The development of a 4f magneti yloid that is
linked to the eletri polarization of the material along
c requires b and c omponents of the 4f magneti mo-
ments. This was established by measuring the azimuthal
dependene of the integrated intensity of the (0 τ 0) mag-
neti diration peak in the sinusoidal ompared to the
yloidal phase. The sattering geometry is shown in
Fig. 2a, with the b axis in the sattering plane and per-
pendiular to the sample surfae. Figure 2b displays the
integrated intensity of (0 τ 0) reorded with σ-polarized
X-rays, Iσ, as a funtion of the azimuthal angle ϕ. The
data were normalized to the intensity reorded with pi-
polarized X-rays, Ipi , in order to aount for possible sam-
ple inhomogeneities and plotted in a polar diagram.
In the sinusoidal phase a node is observed for ϕ = 90◦
and ϕ = 270◦ (open irles). As an be inferred from
the sattering geometry, these values orrespond to a sit-
uation, where the a and the b axes lie in the sattering
plane. Sine for resonant magneti sattering inident
σ-polarized X-rays are only sensitive to omponents of
the magneti moments in the sattering plane
15
, zero in-
tensity means here that in the sinusoidal phase both, the
a and the b omponent vanish, and the Dy 4f moment
is haraterized by a c-axis omponent only. In the y-
loidal phase, the node is lifted (solid irles) and seizable
intensity is observed at ϕ = 90◦ and ϕ = 270◦. These
data suggest a sinusoidally modulated 4f magneti stru-
ture with the moments along c that develops into a y-
loid with an additional b omponent - analogous to the
FIG. 2: Azimuthal dependenes of the (0 τ 0) magneti
diration peak, reorded with linearly polarized X-rays (σ
and pi). a) Sattering geometry showing the wavevetors of
inident (k) and sattered (k
′
) X-rays and their orientation
with respet to the rystal axes a, b, and c. b) Azimuthal
dependene of the integrated intensity of (0 τ 0) in the sinu-
soidal (open data points) and the yloidal phase (solid data
points).
Mn spins. Calulations using this senario in fat result
in a perfet desription of the experimental data (solid
lines through the data points in Fig. 2b). The additional
b omponent of the 4f magneti moment exhibits the
same temperature dependene as found in hard x-ray res-
onant sattering
11
, resembling the behavior of an indued
moment below TFE .
To onrm that the b and c omponents of the 4f
magneti moments indeed invoke yloidal order, iru-
larly polarized X-rays were employed, as the hirality of
the magneti yloid would result in dierent sattering
ross setions for left-hand and right-hand irular po-
larization, i.e. irular dihroism should be observed for
a given magneti domain
5
. In the present multiferroi
material, hirality and the diretion of the ferroeletri
polarization are losely related, and manipulating (P)
will immediately aet the hirality of the onomitant
yloid: If the polarization is hanged from +P → −P
this implies a hange in the hirality of the spin yloid
from a lokwise rotation of the spin between ions i and j
(+P) to an anti-lokwise one (−P) (Fig. 1) that results
in a hange of the sign of the dihroi signal.
The measurement of irular dihroism requires do-
mains of well-dened hirality in the area probed by the
X-ray beam. In order to produe these domains in our
sample, we have hosen a new approah that takes ad-
vantage of the loal harging of the sample by the X-ray
beam, rather than applying an external voltage aross
the rystal
5
. As a ferroeletri oxide, DyMnO3 is highly
insulating and the emission of photoeletrons by the X-
ray beam annot be eetively ompensated. In order to
enhane the harging eet, a photon energy orrespond-
ing to the maximum of the M5 resonane was hosen,
where the photoionization ross setion is resonantly en-
haned. In the present experiment, the eet of harging
beomes substantial below T ≈ 100 K, as observed by an
almost vanishing drain urrent under the photon beam.
Thus, due to the photoeletri eet, the photon beam
indues an essentially radial eletri eld with a posi-
tively harged enter at the position of the beam spot as
3FIG. 3: Multiferroi domains and X-ray irular dihroism in
DyMnO3. (a) Two domains of opposite ferroeletri polar-
ization are indued by the X-ray beam that reates a radial
eletri eld by loal harging via the photoeletri eet. (b)
The onomitant yloidal magneti strutures of opposite
hirality yield X-ray irular dihroism in sattering that an
be used to probe the domains. () (0 τ 0) magneti diration
peaks reorded with right-hand (red) and left-hand (blue) ir-
ularly polarized X-rays in the sinusoidal paraeletri and the
yloidal multiferroi phase (top). The peak intensities as a
funtion of the vertial sample position z and the resulting
asymmetries are shown on the bottom.
illustrated in Fig. 3a. The eld is onned to a surfae
layer of a few nm thikness orresponding to the esape
depth of the photoeletrons
16
. In the absene of a mag-
neti eld, the ferroeletri polarization in DyMnO3 is
onstrained along the c axis
10
, therefore, only the c-axis
omponent of this radial eletri eld will be eetive for
inuening the domains on the sample. We have utilized
this mehanism to imprint two ferroeletri domains of
opposite polarization on the sample surfae by ooling
into the ferroeletri phase below 18 K with the beam il-
luminating a xed spot on the sample ("writing"). This
position sets the referene for the vertial oordinate at
z = 0. As the c axis of the DyMnO3 rystal is vertial in
the geometry of the experiment, a horizontal domain wall
is produed that separates an upper domain of polariza-
tion +P (red) for z > 0 from a lower one with −P (blue)
for z < 0. These two domains are haraterized by mag-
neti yloids of opposite hirality (Fig. 3b) that yield
dierent sattering ross setions for right-hand (σ+) and
left-hand (σ−) irularly polarized X-rays.
In order to prove this senario, we have measured the
(0 τ 0) magneti diration peak with irularly po-
larized X-rays using a photon energy orresponding to
the maximum of the Dy-M5 resonane. The resonane
permits fast reording of high-quality data, as shown
for the paraeletri sinusoidal and the multiferroi y-
loidal phases on the top panel of Fig. 3. Obviously,
right-hand (red) and left-hand (blue) irularly polar-
ized X-rays yield substantially dierent intensities, no-
tably, only in the yloidal phase (right). In the si-
nusoidal phase that possesses no hirality, the iru-
FIG. 4: Two-dimensional pattern of hiral domains on the
surfae of a DyMnO3 rystal in the yloidal phase at T = 12
K with polarization +P (red) and −P (blue). The ontrast
is given by the irular dihroism asymmetry of the (0 τ 0)
magneti diration peak intensity measured at the Dy-M5
resonane; details are given in the text. A line san as funtion
of z along the dashed white line is given in (b) and serves as
an intensity sale for the asymmetry. The footprint size of
the X-ray beam on the sample is given by the ellipse.
lar dihroism is absent. In order to obtain onsistent
and reproduible results while measuring the dihroism,
the photon ux had to be strongly redued to ≈ 3%
of the intensity applied for writing, otherwise, photo-
eletri harging eets an substantially alter the ini-
tial ferroeletri domain distribution during the measure-
ment. Having established a strong irular dihroism of
the (0 τ 0) peak, we have measured the peak intensity
as a funtion of the vertial sample position z in the
two phases. The raw data and the resulting asymmetry
A = (I(σ+) − I(σ−))/(I(σ+) + I(σ−)), obtained after
bakground subtration, are shown in the lower panels of
Fig. 3. Evidently, A is vanishing in the sinusoidal phase
(left), while it is as large as 60% in the multiferroi phase
(right). The essential point here is that the asymmetry
hanges its sign at z = 0, i.e., exatly at the position,
where the X-ray beam was initially positioned, whih is
expeted from the previous onsiderations. The writing
proess is not restrited to the partiular sample posi-
tion as we found that domains an be imprinted on the
surfae of the rystal at will.
The possibility of writing and reading yloidal mag-
neti domain strutures is demonstrated for the ase of
a more omplex pattern in Fig 4. Here, we show a
two-dimensional domain pattern on the surfae of the
DyMnO3 sample written by the loal harging eet de-
sribed above and reorded at 12 K. The gure displays
the irular dihroi asymmetry as a funtion of sample
position, oded in red for domains of +P and blue for
−P (f. Fig. 1). The intensity sale is given by the line
san in Fig. 4b, showing the asymmetry as a funtion of
z along the dashed white line.
The initial patterning of the sample to produe the do-
main struture shown in Fig. 4 was aomplished by ool-
ing the sample aross TFE with the X-ray beam on the
position labeled 1 in Fig. 4a. In this ase, even a weak
eletri eld omponent along c is suient to indue
4large domains of well-dened polarization. And indeed,
two large domains of opposite hirality with long-range
oherene along the y diretion for z > 0 and z < 0,
respetively, are observed and an still be reognized in
the nal domain pattern. The subsequent writing pro-
edures were arried out in a "softer" way in order not
to destroy the initial patterning altogether. This was
ahieved by exposing the surfae of the rystal to the X-
ray beam at 12 K and then heating shortly up to 15 K,
i.e., approahing but not rossing TFE . The proedure
was applied at the two spots labeled 2 and 3 in Fig. 4a,
resulting in two additional domains. These domains are
muh more onned along both the y and the z diretion
than those obtained by ooling through the ferroeletri
transition. In this way, hiral domains of variable size
an be produed. Large domains on a mm sale are ob-
tained by ooling through TFE , while the soft writing
proess yields domains of strongly redued size. Taking
into aount that the beam spot itself was of a onsid-
erable size of the order of 100 × 300µm in the present
experiment (Fig. 4a), even smaller domains may be en-
visaged using the tehnique. Apart from the beam spot
size, domain sizes will also depend on the photon ux and
the sample temperature that an be adapted to optimize
the writing proess. The asymmetry values of ∼ 20%
displayed in Fig. 4 are smaller than those of Fig. 3 as
the asymmetry was determined from the peak intensi-
ties alone without bakground orretion in the former
ase. Nevertheless, it an be stated that the soft writ-
ing proess yields the same maximum asymmetry as the
initial patterning, showing that both proesses an be
equally eetive, albeit on dierent length sales. The
region, where the asymmetry hanges sign is of the order
of 100µm along z (Figs. 3 and 4b), whih is essentially
the vertial extension of the X-ray beam. Thus, an ob-
servation of domain walls and their internal struture is
beyond the spatial resolution of the present experiment.
It is to be noted, however, that in this lass of materials,
ferroeletri domain walls are expeted to be of substan-
tial thikness due to their magneti nature
17
. Hene,
they may be aessible by this tehnique using mirofo-
us x-ray beams
18
.
The present results show that ordering of the 4f mag-
neti moments in DyMnO3 is strongly linked to that
of the Mn-3d spins, both in the sinusoidal and in the
yloidal phase. In partiular, the substantial irular
dihroism of the (0 τ 0) peak assoiated with a magneti
yloid parallel to the Mn spins reveals that inversion
symmetry breaking in the multiferroi phase is not only
aomplished by the Mn spins but also by the 4f mo-
ments, whih has not been onsidered so far for this lass
of materials. Apart from these more fundamental as-
pets, the observation of the strong irular dihroism in
soft x-ray sattering at the Dy-M5 resonane provides a
ontrast mehanism to study hiral domains and domain
walls. This resonane is haraterized by a partiularly
large magneti sattering ross setion
19
and provides
a very high sensitivity that will readily allow to study
thin lms and nanostrutures, whih is a straightforward
extension of the rather surfae sensitive method. The
present results also devise a novel approah to ontrol
multiferroi domain strutures by photons. It uses the
loal harging of the sample surfae by the photoeletri
eet, whih should generally apply to ferroeletris as
they are typially highly insulating materials. In ombi-
nation with external eletri elds, this might be a pow-
erful tool to write and manipulate multiferroi domain
walls and study their dynamis without the need of ele-
trial urrents. Further progress an be expeted from
the use of mirofous X-ray beams that are inreasingly
available at synhrotron radiation soures. This will ex-
pand the sope of the present experiments substantially
towards manipulating and probing multiferroi domains
with muh higher lateral resolution, in this way aessing
the essential length sales of these materials.
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